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FIREPAK™

VIDEO ILLUMINATOR + PHONE CHARGER

This revolutionary illuminator + charger enables all smartphone users to 
shoot vibrant high-quality video at night or in poorly lit spaces—something 
never before possible! It features two high-performance LEDs whose light 
output is shaped by two specially developed reflectors that create a blended 
beam shaped to perfectly fit a 16:9 HD video frame—and with an effective 
range past 50 feet when in its high 1500-lumen setting.

FirePak’s dispersed light pattern and far-reaching range renders breath-
taking video images 24/7 and can also be used  for still photos. It has 
four output levels that are controllable via a free Bluetooth app or 
manually with its integrated slide switch, so the right amount of light can 
be selected. And it also offers up to 1.5 recharges of your smartphone. 
Users can easily recharge their phones, or the FirePak itself, via integral 
USB ports. And, of course, the FirePak is an unmatched security light for 
navigating—city or countryside—in the dark. Never before has such a 
product existed.

It’ll be indispensable to anyone with a smartphone. SureFire offers high-
quality smartphone cases (sold for the iPhone 6 and the Galaxy S5) that permit 
the FirePak’s secure attachment to the phone for worry-free carry and shooting 
in daily life. Never be left in the dark. FirePak—it’s only from SureFire.

BODY COLORS    
LED COLOR

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY 3,500 candela
DISTANCE 50 feet

CONSTRUCTION High-impact polymer + High-strength aluminum
WEIGHT (w/batteries) 4.5 oz (127.5 g)
DIMENSIONS 4.6'' L x 2.2'' W x .80'' H
BATTERIES Rechargeable lithium-ion battery (integrated)

*All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard.

SPECS

¼ Two high-performance LEDs and multifaceted reflectors create  
 1500 lumens of perfect light specially designed to light 
 16:9 HD video

¼ Multi-setting slide switch provides easy access to four 
 light-output levels + off

¼ Integrated rails securely attach to popular smartphones via   
 specially developed SureFire cases

¼ Energy-dense Li-ion battery provides extensive power & 
 runtime for illumination (video & security) and sufficient power  
 to re-charge smartphones up to two times, depending on model

¼ USB and Micro-USB ports provide simple capability to charge your 
  smartphone and also to recharge the FirePak itself

¼ Battery-charge indicator light offers continuous power status

FEATURES / BENEFITS

OUTPUT

1500
LUMENS

RUNTIME

5
HOURS

PART# UPC MSRP

FIREPAK-A 084871325585

DESCRIPTION

LEVELS 1 2 3 4
OUTPUT (lumens) 100 300 600 1500
RUNTIME* (hours) 10.25 3.5 1.75 1.75



Designed, perfected, and manufactured in the USA with the finest materials and components sourced worldwide.
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FIREPAK LINE ART

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTESBODY SPECS

LIFESTYLE

COMPARISON

BLUETOOTH APPAMBIENT FIREPAK


